HIGH - ENERGY SITES IN ISRAEL
INTRODUCTION
A unique journey of its kind: the High Energy Places in Israel.
Richard BENISHAI will accompany you for eight days through the land of the Bible. This
will be the fourth voyage offered in Israel for people around the world who want to enjoy
exceptional places, some in connection with the Christian and Jewish faith, and other
discovered by Richard.
At the end of this document you will find a report on the Energetic Voyage for 2011.
This trip is organized around some of the 18 High Energy Sites (each identified by ►),
researched by Richard BENISHAI over a 3-year period. Several workshops are planned to
detect, measure and feel the extremely high levels of these places, including the most
energetic place on Earth.
You will also discover a country of contrasts, both steeped in history and in modern
technology; the country will certainly mark your mind by the beauty of its landscapes and
by its geology and archaeological wealth.
An official tour guide will accompany us throughout the trip.
This trip is for people who want to experience exceptionally high energies. During our first,
second and third voyages, participants were influenced (as well as the drivers) by these
high energies. Each participant had his original energy level doubled, tripled and even
quadrupled at the end of the voyage (refer to the tables at the end of this document). This
energy level has remained so, until now.
For those who need training on Geobiology: how to use tools (pendulum and antennas)
and how to take measures during the trip, a free course is proposed on Friday, March 3rd,
from 14:00 to 18:00 at our hotel in Tel Aviv.
If you wish to participate, please confirm your attendance in the registration form. Of
course, you need to organize your trip to arrive in time for the start of the course.
You will find further information on certain High Energy Places we shall visit in this
Voyage, in the "Articles" tab on site www.geobiology.co.il
PROGRAM FOR ENERGY VOYAGE 2017 (from 4 to 12 March 2017)
Day 0 - Friday, March 3, 2017
Arrival in Tel Aviv. Free basic course for those who are interested (14:00-18:00).
19:00-20:00

Dinner at Jaffa (the bus will pick us up and leave at 19:00).

DAY 1 - Saturday, March 4, 2017
08:00-09:00

Breakfast and friendship circle at the hotel in Tel Aviv; presentation
of participants and review the overall plan of the Energetic Voyage.

09:00-10:30

► Travel to Kursi.

10:30-12:30

Visit and workshop in Kursi: Upon arrival, Richard will organize a
geobiology workshop with you to discover the special energies at
this site.

Kursi - Both an ancient church and monastery of the fifth century, Kursi is related to "The
miracle of the pigs". Indeed, according to the New Testament, Jesus did this miracle on
the hill, at the foot of which lies the site. Today, other miraculous aspects are discovered
in Kursi: they concern its energy level and other extraordinary phenomena.
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12:30-14:00

Lunch in the fish restaurant at Ein Gev, on the Sea of Galilee.

14:00-15:00

Travel to Nazareth.

15:00-17:00

Visit at the Basilica of the Annunciation, the largest church in
Nazareth.

Nazareth is the largest city in the North District of Israel. Known as the "Arab capital of
Israel", its population is predominantly made up of Arab Israeli citizens. In the New
Testament, Nazareth is described as the city where Jesus spent his childhood. It is thus a
center of Christian pilgrimage, with many shrines commemorating biblical events.
17:00-17:30

Travel to the hotel in Tiberias.

17:30-19:00

Swim in the lake until dinner. The temperature at this time of year is
around 20 ºC (you can also drink coffee and relax).

19:00-20:00

Dinner at the hotel.

20:00 - ........

Friendly discussions and relive the experiences of the day.

DAY 2 - Sunday, March 5, 2017
08:00-09:00

Breakfast at Tiberias.

09:00-09:45

► Journey to Mount Tabor (altitude 575 m).

Mount Tabor – A major biblical reference: the Transfiguration of Jesus makes Tabor a
mythical place. We will find what energies run through this place, the site of the first
Jewish-Roman War in 66 AD.
09:45-11:30

Workshop and visit at Mount Tabor. The Cosmic Serpent line passes
through here. We will detect and measure this line. At Tabor we shall
seek chimneys and vortex present.

11:30-12:30

► Travel to Megiddo.

12:00-13:00

Arrival / see a film presentation about Megiddo’s history.

Throughout history, Tel Megiddo, a city founded on the road from Egypt to Syria , took a
strategic interest. The mount reveals 30 layers of civilizations, dating from 7000 to 400
BC. Tel Megiddo has a direct power connection to Mount Tabor. We will study its
characteristics and make exercises with the Cosmic Serpent Line.
13:00-13:20

Let's climb the hill to reach the place of our meal (great view).

13:20-14:15

Lunch at Megiddo.

14:15-15:45

Workshop and visit in Megiddo.

15:45-16:45

► Travel to Nir David.

Nir David - In the valley of Bet-Shean, Kibbutz Nir David, founded in 1936 is surrounded
by the steep cliffs of Mount Gilboa to the south, Nazareth, Mount Tabor to the west. An
interesting phenomenon was uncovered there: the people who live there have an unusual
life expectancy! In fact, a large percentage of the seniors (42 out of 270 inhabitants)
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reached the ripe age of 90 to 100 years. How is this possible?
16:45-17:45

Workshop in Nir David.

17:45-18:45

Travel to the hotel in Tiberias.

18:45-19:30

A moment of rest.

19:30-20:00

Short drive to Tiberias.

20:00 - ......

Dinner in a good fish restaurant in Tiberias.

DAY 3 - Monday, March 6, 2017
08:00-09:00

Breakfast at Tiberias.

09:00-10:00

Travel and visit the Domus Galilee.

Domus Galilee - In the early 80s, the Custodian in the Holy Land offered the NeoCatechumen the opportunity to build a center for training, education and retirement , on a
parcel of land located on the Mount of Beatitudes. This place has a very high energy level
and collects all religions under one roof.
10:00-11:00

Travel and visit in Tabgha.

Tabgha is the site of the miracle of Jesus, where he produced fish and bread.
11:00-12:00

Travel to Kfar Nahum (Capernaum).

Capernaum - The former fishing village of Capernaum on the north shore of the Sea of
Galilee, is today an archaeological site that teaches us a lot about history and the Bible.
We will take energy measures that will surprise you.
12:30-13:15

Travel to Gamla.

13:15-13:45

Lunch at Gamla.

Gamla is an ancient Jewish town in the Golan Heights. Gamla Nature Reserve, located
high on the Golan Heights is a magical place where eagles nest. Archaeological ruins and
picturesque and beautiful surroundings fill this location, with a breathtaking view, down to
the Sea of Galilee: a source of inspiration!
Inhabited since the Bronze Age this place became a symbol of heroism for the modern
State of Israel. After a fierce battle against the Romans, its citizens were executed there.
Why are there several dolmens? We will research dolmen properties and attributes.
13:45-15:00

Visit and workshop in Gamla.

15:00-15:45

► Travel to Rujm el Hiri (Moshav Yonatan).

Rujm-el-Hiri - in Hebrew called "Gilgal Rephaim" (Wheel of the Giants). Since its
discovery in 1967, this archaeological site near the village of Yonatan in the Golan, has
been studied, measured, photographed and investigated by many researchers and
scientists. Yet Rujm-el-Hiri has kept its mysteries. A geobiological approach comes with
new answers. For the entire planet, this place is second in terms of high energy.
15:45-18:00

Workshop and ceremony at Rujm-el-Hiri.
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18:00-19:00

Travel to the hotel in Tiberias.

19:30-20:30

Dinner in the hotel.

20:30 - .......

See Tiberias at night.

DAY 4 - Tuesday, March 7, 2017
08:00-08:30

Breakfast at Tiberias.

08:30-09:15

Travel to Hanaton.

Tel Hanaton was a dwelling place of man from the Bronze age up until the end of the
Persian rule in Israel, roughly a period of 3000 years, and then intermittently afterwards.
The Tel is mentioned in the 14th Century BC Amarna Letters of Ancient Egypt, showing
the city's importance on a major trade route. Hanaton is mentioned some 700 years later
in records at Niniveh, the capital of Ancient Assyria as one of the 5 [Israelite] cities totally
destroyed by Tiglath-pileser III, King of Assyria, in the campaign of conquest of the
(Northern) Biblical Kingdom of Israel between 724-722 BC.
All together, there are over 3400 souls still remaining in Hanaton. We will do work to
release these souls.
09:15-11:15

Visit and workshops / ceremony in Hanaton.

11:15-12:30

Travel to Caesarea.

Caesarea was a Jewish city until the Roman conquest in 63 BC. Originally it was a pagan
city until vast changes were made under Herod the Great, who will rename it Caesarea in
honor of the Roman emperor, Caesar Augustus. During bloody games thousands of people
(probably over 6000) were put to death. During the Energetic Voyage in 2011, we
released thousands of souls.
12:30-13:30

Lunch in a wonderful restaurant in Caesarea.

13:30-16:30

Tour of Caesarea.

16:30-18:00

Travel to Jerusalem hotel.

19:00 - ....

Diner in the ancient city and Jerusalem at night.

DAY 5 - Wednesday, March 8, 2017
The whole day will be spent in Jerusalem to visit the sights. The details of this program
will be provided upon arrival. You will be able to measure the energy level of different
locations. Based on the work I did on the Old City, you can find and measure chimneys
located at different gates of the city. There are also many sacred places to measure. In
March 2013, during a visit to Jerusalem, something incredible happened. At a nonscheduled visit under the Wailing Wall, I was not able to measure the energy level of a
place 90 meters from our position. We may have here the Holy of Holies (or the Arch of
the Covenants), which shall be the subject of one of my future researches. A stop - off
during the day for lunch at an Arab restaurant.
08:00-08:30

Breakfast in Jerusalem.
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08:30-09:00

Travel to the Mount of Olives.

09:00-17:30

Visit different sites in Jerusalem (including that super-hi location).

17:30-19:30

Recovery after a long hike in Jerusalem.

19:30 - .......

Driving to the restaurant for dinner.

DAY 6 - Thursday, March 9, 2017
08:00-08:30

Breakfast at the hotel in Jerusalem.

08:30-10:15

► Journey to Seven Hills.

Seven Hills is a name I gave to this site which is not indicated on the map. To my
knowledge and according to my measurements, this place is the most energetic place on
Earth. It is unique in its attributes: 7 hills, 7 chimneys, 7 colors, 7 links with the seven
planets, seven connections with alternate sites, as well as a cosmic door with Sirius.
10:15-11:00

Workshop, meditation and ceremony in Seven Hills.

11:00-11:15

Travel to Lachish.

11:15-12:15

Visit and workshop/ Ceremony in Lachish.

Lachish is the site of one of the great annihilating battles of the ancient world, when the
city tried to stand up to the invading Assyrians. The siege of Lachish is the name given to
the Assyrian siege and conquest of the town of Lachish in 701 BC. It paid a terrible price.
Researchers found evidence for wholesale slaughter in one large tomb which contained a
mass burial of about 1500 people. The Lachish reliefs also depict Judean prisoners being
impaled and stabbed.
All together, there are 3500 souls trapped there. We shall work to release these souls.
12:15-13:00

Lunch in Kibbutz Lachish.

13:00-15:30

Travel to the Dead Sea.

15:30-19:00

An afternoon of relaxation at the Oasis Prima hotel's private beach
and at the hotel pool (the Dead Sea is very salty, so you cannot
drown, mud baths are also recommended).

19:00- ....

Diner at hotel.

DAY 7 - Friday, March 10, 2017
08:00-09:00

Breakfast at the hotel in the Dead Sea.

09:00-09:30

Travel to Masada.

Masada - Masada fortress was built in the year 30 BCE by King Herod , whose
architectural feats have left their mark across the country. At the beginning of the Great
Revolt against Rome in the year 68 AD, the site was conquered by a group of Jewish
zealots, and Masada became their last stronghold. In the year 72 the Romans besieged
Masada and succeeded in reaching the fortress after constructing a huge earthen ramp on
its western side. In the year 73, 960 Jewish zealots living at the top of Masada chose to
commit suicide rather than fall alive into the hands of the Romans. Their actions have left
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a saga of courage, heroism and martyrdom.
In 2014 we did a ceremony to release the 610 souls that were there.
09:30-12:30

Visit, measure different locations at Masada; we use a cable car.

12:30-14:00

Lunch at Masada.

14:00-14:30

Return to the hotel.

14:30-18:30

Relaxation time, as you choose.

18:30-19:00

Conference: Comparison of the majors religions in the geobiology of
their places of cult.

19:30- ....

Dinner at the hotel.

DAY 8 - Saturday, March 11, 2017
08:00-09:00

Breakfast at Hotel in the Dead Sea.

09:00-11:00

►Trip to Avdat.

Avdat - Here is a very old town in the Negev, near Mitzpe Ramon. During the 1st century,
Avdat served as a shelter and resting place for caravans crossing the desert. We will see
how these travelers have created an environment to increase their personal positive
energy.
11:00-13:00

Workshop and visit in Avdat.

13:00- 14:00

Lunch in Avdat.

14:00-16:30

Back to Tel Aviv.

16:30-20:00

Relax at the hotel / pack your bags.

20:00-20:30

Journey to a restaurant in Jaffa.

20:30 - ....

Dinner at Jaffa and back to the hotel.

Return to your home country the next day, unless you want to extend your trip.
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Duration: 8 days and 9 nights
Price: The amount per person with accommodation in a double room is 2663 Euros
($2958).
Air travel tickets: not included
The price of the trip includes all:
•
•
•
•

Accommodation in all the hotels for 9 nights (www.prima-hotels-israel.com)
All meals (all included / including tips)
Entrance fees for all places visited
Official Guide / Driver for 8 whole days.

Given that participants in this Energetic Voyage are arriving by different flights from
different places in the world, transfers to and from the airport are not included.
In case of request for single room accommodation in hotels, there will be an extra charge
($503/452 Euros), to be confirmed at the time of registration.
Temperatures during this period: March to May (Spring)
At this time of the year you can expect nice weather conditions across the country . In Tel
Aviv and the Central Coast region the temperature is around 15-25 degrees Celsius.
In Jerusalem and northern Israel you can expect it to be a few degrees cooler (3 degrees).
In low places like the Dead Sea, Eilat and the southern part, it will be a little warmer.
Recommended clothing: On some days, you may want a long shirt and a light jacket,
while on other days, a short-sleeved tee-shirt will do. So bring a good range of light
clothing. Do not forget a swimsuit and a towel. You may need a pair of boots for Rujm-elHiri.
Also, bring a camera and binoculars.
The temperature in the desert (Avdat , the Dead Sea) is hot during the day and cold at
night. So bring a jacket.
Bring also:
If you have them: telescopic antennas, your pendulum and graphics guide *





Crayons
Ballpoint pen
Clipboard
Plastic shoes for the Dead Sea

* Note: If you do not have the tools, they will be loaned for the duration of the travel.
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REGISTRATION FORM (one form per person)
I want to participate in the Energetic Voyage to be held in March 2017, in Israel.
Please write clearly to facilitate our reading of characters.
Return this form by e-mail to: richard3@bezeqint.net
Last Name: _________________________________________
First Name: _________________________________________
Street: ________________ Number _____ Apt: _______ City: _____
Country: ________________ Zip: __________
Home phone: _______________________ Mobile: ______________________
e-mail: ____________________________________ (please print)
Date of birth: ______________ Passport No. : _____________________
Indicate if you have special needs for food / allergies / physical needs / medications /
medical problems: ______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
If you want to stay longer in Israel, provide the dates of your stay, from _______ to
_______ . We will contact you with the cost of extra hotel nights (separate from this trip).
Indicate the date of departure from your country if you want to arrive earlier for the basic
course, March 3 : __________ (the course starts at 14:00).
Enter the date of your arrival at Tel Aviv, so that we can coordinate your trip with other
people of your country: ____________ .
The price of travel is set to 2676 Euros ($2958) per person. You are required to transfer
1000 Euros ($1100) with this inscription. The remainder will be paid upon arrival. There is
no refund on the deposit.
Do not forget the supplement for single room ($503/452 Euros).
Maximum registration time: January 15.
Payment is to be made via bank transfer (IBAN) only.
Registration will be completed only when the partial payment of 1000 Euros
($1100)/person will be received. For other ways of payment, contact me please.

Date: __________________ Signature: ____________
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ENERGY LEVELS FOR “ENERGETIC VOYAGE”
NAME/DATE

16/3

17/3

18/3

19/3

21/3

27/3

Sonia L

52

69

74

110

138

152

Allue G

35

45

53

62

83

112

Lidi L

91

112

121

140

170

194

Marie J S

52

63

73

85

120

144

Christiane S

73

82

92

120

160

195

Odile S

154

190

203

235

290

340

Carme G

82

95

102

135

160

220

Christine D

200

235

244

272

300

350

David R

105

120

132

155

180

210
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Energetic Voyage – The report
by Richard Benishai

A little note before we start our voyage: everything in this report is true. I do not have such a
grand imagination to come up with some of the things that happened during our week-long trip
that you may find hard to believe.
The validity of some of the incidents described hereafter may be difficult to accept.
Nevertheless, they are true.
The voyage started on Saturday 26 from our hotel in Tel-Aviv. The night before all participants
convened for supper and spent the night there, so as to have an early start the next day. We all
met: Elfriede and Marie-Jeanne from France (long term students and friends), Ingerlil from
Denmark and Jose from Mexico. I was there with my friend and partner, Vardit.
In the morning we met our tour guide, Amelia and our driver Georges.
All, in all, we had a very friendly group that, as the days grew, became more and more
integrated.
Day 1 took us to a very high place overlooking the entire Carmel area. The view was beautiful
from Dir-el-Muhraka, a location having to do with the prophet Elijah. From there to Nazareth
and then to Kursi. Kursi is a very special place for me: it is the very first site of the 18 sites that
I worked on in order to form an energetic network in Israel.
While in Kursi we charged some crystals on the central stone, stone near the benches (refer to
http://www.geobiology.co.il/Articles/High_Energy_2.asp). When I returned home, I checked
the energy level of the charged crystal compared to one I had around.
I got 1 million Bovis versus 100,000 Bovis. Nice.
Day 2 took us to a number of places around the Sea of Galilee: Tabgha (miracle of the bread
loaves and fish), Capernaum (Jesus synagogue), Mount of Beatitudes (Jesus sermon). Then
going north, we stopped at Gamla to see dolmens. Across from Gamla, there is a Kibbutz
Yonathan and close to the Kibbutz, there is another of the 18 sites: Rujm el Hiri (refer to
http://www.geobiology.co.il/Articles/Mysteries_RUJM.asp).
That place has always been difficult to reach, having been there twice previously. Rujm is one
of the chakras of our planet. The second chakra that I visited and worked on, was Montserrat,
in Spain (refer to http://www.geobiology.co.il/Articles/montserrat_monastery.asp). Previously
I had done some prayer at the highest point of Rujm, to bring peace to the area; that was in
November 2007.
This time some of the more adventurous people in our group and myself, decided to enter the
site. Easier said than done. The entire area was soaking wet from constant rains and we had to
care in our steps. When we arrived at the small river, we had a tough time. I was helped by
Elfriede and Jose and so I made it across with lots of difficulties. OK, so we reached the site
and we climbed the central tumulus. From an article written by a certain Maia Alaula Kamala, I
read that Rujm was once called CheRu Agha, constructed a few years before the disappearance
of Atlantis. This was an astro-temple complex, considered one of the most sacred places on
Earth in relationship to the Heavens. It was a very active stellar node on the planet, and then
reduced in activity. Rujm or CheRu Agha was connected to Giza, Mecca and Bahrain. A
schematic of the connections is shown below.
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While standing on the tumulus, I mentally connected Rujm to Giza and to Mecca. I also
connected the other points in the hourglass figure, above. Then, I proceeded to activate the
energy flow among all points.
Altogether, the four of us, Amelia, Jose, Elfriede and myself made a prayer for peace and to
neutralize the Dark Forces. Note that the next day, my friend Geema received a message by
channeling, part of which said: “Le point central du site a obtenu un taux vibratoire jamais
atteint en ce lieu” (The central point of the site has reached an energetic level never reached in
this place). I measure for this spot 2000 million Bovis. It is the highest I have ever measured.
The entire site is at 900 million Bovis.
I was told by another friend that in one week (on 10/4/11) we shall know the results of this
activation.
Day 3 was started with a visit to Kibbutz Nir David
(http://www.geobiology.co.il/Articles/Kiboutz.asp).
In this kibbutz, also one of the 18 sites, many people live to an old age.
The next 2 sites we visited are inter-related and part of the 18 sites: Megiddo and Mount Tabor
(http://www.geobiology.co.il/Articles/Mount_Tabor.asp).
At Megiddo, we did an experiment on the high-energy line that crosses Israel from Damask
until Gaza. This power line is monitored by Megiddo via its connection to Mount Tabor (site of
the Transfiguration of Jesus). As the energy level in the high energy line drops, Megiddo
transfers additional energy to the line; a sort of stabilization process.
So mentally I asked my friends to block the flow of energy by 50% and for ½ hour only. We
measured the level on the communication line before (1.1 million Bovis) and after the blockage
(11 million Bovis). Sure enough, as soon as the level dropped on the main line going through
Mount Tabor, the energy on the communication line went up, so as to compensate.
Day 4 was entirely spent in Caesarea, one of the most important cities during the roman
occupation. During these times, 2500 Jews were killed as victims of the roman games.
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Thousands more were killed by the Greeks. As a group, we held a ceremony to release the
trapped souls there. Some of the results were:




8400 souls released
Black energy went down to 0 from 100%
Energy level went from (-) 35,000 Bovis to (+) 30,000 Bovis

Day 5 was a day reserved for tourist places in Jerusalem.
Day 6 was a special day in the most energetic place in Israel and probably in the world, a place
I refer to as the Seven Hills (close to Kibbutz Lachish). This is an extremely important site, as
it has 7 chimneys, each connected to one of the 7 planets in our solar system and each chimney
also connected to an auxiliary site in Israel, altogether forming a star configuration. We were
told in the past, that this formation can be seen from distant galaxies. Refer to
http://www.geobiology.co.il/Articles/seven_hills.asp.
But what is especially relevant is that this site includes a door to the star Sirius, a door that I
discovered and activated in December 2008. At this place we did several things:
 We had a meditation period
 We held a ceremony to harmonize the entire country of Israel (results in Table 1,
below)
 We made a prayer to neutralize Dark Forces.
What was amazing is that in the evening Marie-Jeanne came to me to show me a picture of the
tree where the Door to Sirius is located. The picture (Figure 1) is also enlarged and color
modified for better vision.
Day 7 was composed of a visit to Avdat, another one of the 18 sites and to Ein Gedi, for fun.

Additional information
We received a message from The Family, the group of entities that communicate with Geema,
via channeling. Geema had joined us for the day at Rujm el Hiri. The message read:
Hello our beloved!
Everything that was said is in progress: be confident!
All the souls that make up this group of 27.03.11 are soul-mates including the guide [Amelia] and the driver
[Georges], strangers to esoteric matters.

This day was blessed as well as those that are to follow, and all of your actions.
Our love is infinite and your actions help to bring you closer to the Family.
You have come a long way to reunite and your reunion continues to unfold during your travel; chance or
coincidence? You called this gathering: Energetic Voyage! And for that we shall talk about the VOY-AGE.
The trip is to you an act of displacement; for us, VOYAGE is a concept that includes both a vision,
movement, and time or age, if you prefer; by analogy, the AGE is a library that is filled with (books) of
everything you see and / or feel ... ... the memories.
While present in these magical places, you [the group] only see ruins or remains (and often you do not see
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anything), but you feel the vibration or high energy that summarize past, present and future; to feel the past
you rely on history, often deformed; and the present is; to feel the future, you must get rid of your two or
three-dimensional logic and this can be done only by the elevation of your consciousness. And that cannot
be done without raising your level of energy.
This transformation will allow you at first to dream, meditate and get out of your body; as a second stage you
will perform moves or quantum jumps thanks to which the time factor will disappear from your priorities and
your reality; in a third stage, although later, you'll overcome gravity, transform matter into energy. Then, travel
as we now practice, and the related visions, will be done in a no-time space; past, present and future will be
one and your free-will shall apply in a HERE AND NOW, including a cosmic vision.
We recognize that it is difficult to accept this in your tri-dimensional grasp of things; it is as if you were
described a color that does not exist for you; everything that was said above EXISTS and hereafter we shall
give you the formula.
And you, our beloved [Geema], our messenger for so many years, you are frustrated; for this is the second
time you have traveled to Rujm el Hiri. You asked us if you can access it and our response was positive
although we knew that you would not go, for you had some things to observe; as soon as you returned to the
bus, the binoculars were kindly proposed by Vardit, without knowing why; at a distance you could see the
merger and the magic gestures of the group, as well as the perseverance of Amelia to rejoin them. You
almost went there later when she signaled you; we asked for you to call her and ... ... .... we had to cut the
communication.
Tell the group what you had seen and what really happened.
The central point of the site [where we were standing on the tumulus] has reached an energy level never
attained in this place.
We promise that you will return a next time in this magical place with Yohanna [Richard] to meet with your
brothers from other worlds; it shall be a deserved compensation.

So how should you proceed to travel as we do?
LET GO!

BELIEVE THE UNBELIEVABLE!

SEE THE INVISIBLE!

Not easy, we know, but it is the magic formula
LET GO!
When the group will disperse, the energy level of each participant will more than double and even greater for
some.
Each one will have targets to reach for the elevation of human consciousness, up to becoming angelic; you
are now thousands to do this same work.
We embrace all of you and we create a ring of light that will keep you connected.
Be Blessed, The Family.

Indeed, I measured the energy levels of all participants. The results had increased.
INDIVIDUAL
Georges (driver)
Amelia (tour guide)
Jose
Marie-Jeanne
Elfriede
Vardit
Ingerlil

Level on 23/3
25,000 Bovis
24,000
34,000
22,000
24,000
32,000
26,000

Level on 29/3
36,000 Bovis
42,000
52,000
39,000
39,000
42,000
48,000
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Level on 31/3
45,000 Bovis
60,000
71,000
52,000
53,000
56,000
62,000

Level on 7/4
60,000
76,000
82,000
62,000
64,000
73,000
71,000

Figure 1: The Door to Sirius

Table 1: Results of Harmonization at Seven Hills
PARAMETER
MEASURED
Entire Seven Hills site
Door to Sirius
All of Israel
Number of trapped souls
Negative influence of water

BEFORE CEREMONY
1100 million Bovis
1500 million Bovis
12,000 Bovis
515,000
15%
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AFTER CEREMONY
1300 million Bovis
1800 million Bovis
19,000 Bovis
0
0

